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WHAT IS THE MARINE MAMMAL AUTHORIZATION PROGRAM (MMAP)?
The MMAP is a fishermen’s registration program. Its purpose is to provide an exemption for commercial
fishermen from the Marine Mammal Protection Act’s prohibition on the taking of marine mammals. The
MMAP is also used to provide information regarding specific federal marine mammal regulations that
might apply to your fisheries.

WHY DO I HAVE TO BE REGISTERED?
Commercial fishermen in Category I and Category II fisheries must be registered in the MMAP. If they
are not registered and they incidentally “take” a non-endangered/threatened marine mammal while
fishing, they can be prosecuted under the federal Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA).

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO “TAKE” A MARINE MAMMAL?
The MMPA defines “take” as to harass, hunt, capture, or kill or attempt to harass, hunt, capture or kill
any marine mammal. Even accidental take is prohibited, except for certain exemptions, like the one for
commercial fisheries under the MMAP.

For information on the
Greater Atlantic Marine
Mammal Authorization
Program visit
www.greateratlantic.
fisheries.noaa.gov/mmap/
or call
NOAA Fisheries Greater Atlantic Regional Office
978-281-9328

WHAT ARE CATEGORY I AND CATEGORY II FISHERIES?
NOAA Fisheries is required to categorize every state and federal commercial fishery, based on the
likelihood of causing serious injury or death to a marine mammal: Category I fisheries have frequent
incidental death (mortality) and serious injury of marine mammals; Category II fisheries have occasional
incidental death and serious injury of marine mammals. There is also a third category: Category III
fisheries have little or no chance of, or are not known to cause, incidental death and serious injury of
marine mammals.

HOW DOES NOAA FISHERIES SERVICE CATEGORIZE EACH FISHERY?
We consider all the available information on marine mammal interactions with each fishery, mostly from
observer data but also from other sources, such as stranding data. We also considers the population
status of the marine mammal species or stock that may be affected. For example, a small number
of fishery takes of a very abundant stock may translate to a Category III fishery; the same number of
takes of an endangered species may result in a Category I.

WHERE ARE CATEGORIZATIONS OF FISHERIES PUBLISHED?
We publish a List of Fisheries (LOF) each year with an updated categorization of each commercial
fishery. The LOF includes a full description of the categorization process and any changes from the
previous year. We request and respond to public comments on the LOF before finalizing each year’s
list. For further information regarding the 2016 LOF please visit NOAA Fisheries’ website: www.nmfs.
noaa.gov/pr/interactions/lof/.

WHAT CATEGORY IS MY FISHERY IN?
On the back of the Authorization Certificate, you will find a summary of the Category I and II fisheries
in the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Caribbean listed in the 2016 LOF (website can be found on the
previous page).
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I PARTICIPATE IN A CATEGORY III FISHERY, WHY WAS I REGISTERED?
We use information from existing state and federal licensing or permitting systems to automatically register Category I and II fishermen.
However, at times, the information in the permitting systems does not match with the way fisheries are defined in the LOF. When we are
unable to determine, with confidence that a commercial fisherman only participates in a Category III fishery, we automatically register the
fisherman. This ensures we do not accidentally miss fishermen who, even occasionally, fish in a Category I or II fishery and are required
to be registered.

DO I HAVE ANY RESPONSIBILITIES AS A CATEGORY III FISHERY PARTICIPANT?
If you only participate in a Category III fishery, you do not have to be registered in the MMAP. However, you are still required to report
the incidental take of a marine mammal that results in injury or mortality to NOAA Fisheries within 48 hours of the end of the fishing trip.

HOW DO I GET COPIES OF THE MORTALITY/INJURY REPORTING FORM?
You may obtain additional copies of the Mortality/Injury reporting forms by contacting the Protected Resources Division of NOAA Fisheries
Greater Atlantic Regional Fisheries Office at (978)281-9328, or by downloading the reporting form at the following web address: www.
greatearatlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/mmap/ .

WHERE DO I SEND MY COMPLETED MORTALITY/INJURY REPORTING FORM?
Mail form to: NOAA Fisheries Service, Office of Protected Resources (F/PR2), 1315 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910-3326
or fax the form to: (301) 427-2522

WHAT CONSEQUENCES WILL I FACE IF I REPORT THAT I HAVE INCIDENTALLY INJURED OR KILLED A NONENDANGERED/THREATENED MARINE MAMMAL?
As long as you are registered in the program there are no consequences for reporting an injured or dead non-endangered/threatened
marine mammal. All fishermen, regardless of the category of fishery they participate in or whether an observer is aboard, are required
to report incidental takes of marine mammals. The information you provide is extremely important, as it helps NOAA Fisheries & fishery
representatives collect the most accurate, unbiased, and relevant information to develop appropriate management strategies that reduce
take levels and at the same time, have the least impact on fishing practices.

WHAT ACTION, IF ANY, DO I HAVE TO TAKE REGARDING THE MMAP?
If you are the holder of a valid state or federal permit for a fishery that falls under one or more of the Category I or II fisheries, you are
automatically registered in the MMAP. While fishing
in a for
Category
Heading
Box I or II fishery, you must comply with the terms and conditions of the
Authorization Certificate that was mailed to you at the beginning of the year. These conditions include:
1. Keeping the certificate, or a copy, aboard the vessel. This certificate, in combination with a valid state or federal fishing permit, will
serve as your authorization under the MMPA to incidentally take marine mammals during commercial fishing operations. In the
case of non-vessel fisheries, the certificate, or a copy, must be in the possession of the person in charge of the operation.
2. Reporting all injuries and mortalities of marine mammals within 48 hours of returning from the trip during which the takes
occurred using the MMAP Mortality/Injury reporting form, even if the incident is observed.
3. Taking an observer aboard your vessel, if requested by NOAA Fisheries or our designee. See Northeast Fisheries Observer
Coverage Fact Sheet for more information.
4. Complying with any take reduction plans or emergency regulations that may apply to your specific fishery.

WHAT ARE TAKE REDUCTION PLANS?
Take Reduction Plans (TRPs) are plans developed by teams of stakeholders, including commercial fishermen, to assist in
the recovery or to prevent the depletion of marine mammals that are incidentally seriously injured or killed in Category I or
II fisheries. They may include regulations, and they are often accompanied by non-regulatory conservation measures. See
the Take Reduction Plan Team Fact Sheet for Atlantic Fisheries for information on what take reduction plan your fishery must
comply with. For more information on the TRPs, and applicable regulations please visit the NOAA Fisheries TRP website at
www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/interactions/trt/ or call the NOAA Fisheries Greater Atlantic Regional Office at (978) 281-9328.

Reporting forms and additional information are availlable for Northeast and Mid-Atlantic
fisheries online at www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/mmap
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